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Abstract: Machine learning has the potential to predict unseen data and thus improve the productivity
and processes of daily life activities. Notwithstanding its adaptiveness, several sensitive applications
based on such technology cannot compromise our trust in them; thus, highly accurate machine
learning models require reason. Such models are black boxes for end-users. Therefore, the concept of
interpretability plays the role if assisting users in a couple of ways. Interpretable models are models
that possess the quality of explaining predictions. Different strategies have been proposed for the
aforementioned concept but some of these require an excessive amount of effort, lack generalization,
are not agnostic and are computationally expensive. Thus, in this work, we propose a strategy that
can tackle the aforementioned issues. A surrogate model assisted us in building interpretable models.
Moreover, it helped us achieve results with accuracy close to that of the black box model but with less
processing time. Thus, the proposed technique is computationally cheaper than traditional methods.
The significance of such a novel technique is that data science developers will not have to perform
strenuous hands-on activities to undertake feature engineering tasks and end-users will have the
graphical-based explanation of complex models in a comprehensive way—consequently building
trust in a machine.
Keywords: machine learning; surrogate models; signal processing; data science; interpretable model;
supervised learning

published maps and institutional affiliations.

1. Introduction
Copyright: © 2021 by the authors.
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This article is an open access article
distributed under the terms and
conditions of the Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY) license (https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/
4.0/).

Machine learning, a substitute for artificial intelligence, is a pivotal part of modern
computer society. It involves scientific and algorithmic techniques that are specifically
designed to curb user involvement and thus increase the automaticity of the desired
work. Nowadays, most computer systems are built for performing general or businessspecific tasks through machine learning technologies. Evidence of their applications
can be seen in problem domains such as in the medical field, policy-making [1], fraud
detection [2–4], and signal processing [5,6]. Different machine learning models, also known
as mathematical models, possess different attributes that produce accurate results using
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prediction calculations when exposed to a given dataset. Many accurate decision support
systems have been built as black boxes in recent years, i.e., systems that hide their internal
logic from the end- user during the estimation process that containing dozens of parameters
and other complex formulations for making predictions.
A black box model can either be a function that is excessively complex for humans to
understand or a function in whose noisy data are extremely difficult for humans to uncover,
potentially leading to incorrect predictions. Deep learning models, gradient boosting or
random forest are extremely recursive in nature which is why they are called black box
models. Here, an explanation is a distinct model that is expected to duplicate most of the
behavior of a black box, which is the most popular sense in which the term is currently
used; in this research, however, the term explanation refers to an understanding of how a
model of machine learning systems works [7].
Interpretable machine learning refers to machine learning models that can provide
explanations regarding why certain predictions are made. This is also known as white
box/glass box models which are comparatively much easier to understand and audit than
complex/black box models. Traditional machine learning metrics such as AUC, accuracy
and recall may not be sufficient in many applications where user trust in a machine’s predictions is required. Although there is no mathematical definition of interpretability, [8] found
that ’Interpretability is the degree to which a human can understand the cause of a decision’.
Similarly, [9] found that ’Interpretability is the degree to which a human can consistently
predict the model’s result’. Thus, to summarize the previous statements, one can say that if
a machine learning model has higher interpretability, then comprehending the behavior
behind the prediction that the black box model has made will be easier. Generally, there
are two categories of interpretable approaches: one focuses on personalized interpretation,
a situation in which the specific prediction of a specific instance is interrogated, called
local interpretability, while the second summarizes prediction models at a population level
which means that we can understand the whole logic and reasoning of an entire model
consisting of all possible outcomes—what we call global interpretability [10].
In this article, black box models refer to models that are not directly understandable
by the end-user which are complex due to a large number of parameters or rules involved
that give it higher accuracy. In contrast, simple models are models that comprise fewer
parameters or have less rules (tree-based classifiers with medium depth), thus enabling the
end-user to understand and adjust them according to their rationales; these are considered
easily understandable by humans. If we specify examples of complex models, these include:
random forest (RF) [11]; support vector machines (SVMs) [12]; gradient boosting (GB) [13];
deep neural networks (DNNs) [14,15]. Meanwhile, simple/glass box/white box models
(sometimes called interpretable models [16]) include decision trees (DT) [17]; and linear
regression (LR)/logistic regression (LOR) [18].
There are several sensitive applications [19–22] for which an explanation behind the
prediction is essential. Therefore, in the absence of explanation, no one can simply rely on
machines. Another downfall of using is the possibility of making the drawing an incorrect
prediction from the artifacts (data), thus affecting the overall performance of the machine’s
efficiency [23].
The availability of transparency in machine learning predictions could foster awareness of and some level of trust in machines. Moreover, the trade-off factor between the
interpretability and accuracy of the model while mimicking the black box models for an
explanation is indeed another gap to address when explaining the complex/black box
models—b. Sometimes, such tasks are computationally expensive as well.
This research work focuses on explaining the black box model via some available
interpretable methods without compromising the accuracy of the black box for multiple
problem domains such as classification and regression. This will eventually gain the
trust of the end-user. This requires some methodology that contains certain mathematical
techniques which will assist us in performing multiple tasks at a time. These tasks include
dealing with trade-off factors as mentioned earlier, automatic feature engineering tasks
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for feature transformation and mimicking the underlying black box model in a way that is
directly comprehensible by humans as an explanation.
For the sake of the transparency of the black box, we follow these two most important concerns in a machine learning paradigm. First, describing how black box models
work (capturing the behavior) and secondly, explaining that captured behavior in humanunderstandable language. In brief, we can say that explanation is the core priority for
describing how a black box model works. In this research work, we denote the complex/black box as b. b is an obscure machine learning and data mining model whose inner
working is unknown—or if it is known, then it is not understandable by humans. To interpret means to provide an explanation or meaning and present it in human-understandable
terms. Hence, machine learning models are interpretable models when b is complex in
nature but understandable by humans. Thus, if these conditions are satisfied, then the
underlying machine learning model is interpretable. Interpretable models, henceforth,
build trust and encourage users to use them to take decisions according to what the machine has estimated. After considering the previous statements, we achieved results with
higher accuracy that were also interpretable. The technique we propose is capable of
acknowledging both the regression and classification problem domains.
Explainability is usually referred to as an interface between the decision maker and
humans that is an accurate proxy and comprehensible by humans at the same time. Comprehensibility means that humans can understand why the machine has made a specific
prediction and what specific prediction it has made before taking decisions accordingly,
which means that if any changes are required, then humans can easily incorporate them after
knowing the reasoning behind the predictions. (We will be interchangeably using the term
comprehensibility with interpretability in this work.) Thus, the main motivation behind a such
research work was to make a black box model (in which the internal behavior is almost impossible to trace) interpretable/auditable/understandable/explainable/comprehensible [24].
Now, coming to the general problem formulation for the interpretable machine learning model paradigm, the predictor could mathematically be defined as
b : X (m) =⇒ Y

(1)

where b is the predictor/black box model which allows the mapping of tuples x from a
feature space X (m) along with m inputs to decision y in a target space Y. We can write
b( x ) = y as a decision made by a predictor b. Thus, b is basically a target to model in order
to interpret how the model is making predictions upon a given dataset D m∗n . In supervised
learning, the predictor b is trained on data Dtrain and then evaluated upon feeding test
data Dtest . The accuracy is then measured on the basis of matches between ŷ∈ Dtest and
y∈ Dtrain . If the difference between them is the lowest or equal to none, then model b is
efficient in its performance.
The factor that contributes in model interpretation is the interpretable predictor C
which is processed with the motivation that it will yield a decision Cglobal x for a symbolic
interpretation understandable/comprehensible by humans. The extent to which C is
accurate can be determined by comparing the accuracy of both b and C over Dtest and
secondly fidelity, which evaluates that how well C has mimicked the predictor b upon the
given Dtest . We can formally denote fidelity by

C ( x ) = b( x ) f or ( x, ŷ)∈ Dtest
(2)
Note that C is regarded as interpretable and is also known as the white box model as
mentioned earlier.
We then need to understand how the black box b explanation can be practically
implemented in a way that would be able to provide a global explanation through an
interpretable model C. This means that we need to produce a surrogate model f that
can imitate the behavior of b and should be understandable by humans through some
explanatory model ε. We can also formalize this problem by assuming that the interpretable
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global predictor is derived from some dataset of instances X and the black box b. The
user will provide some dataset X for the sampling of the domain X (m) which may include
actual values which will allow the evaluation of the accuracy of the interpretable model.
b will thus be trained on dataset X. The process for extracting the interpretable predictor
could further expand X. Hence, we can organize the whole model explanation problem as:
‘Given a predictor b and a set of instances X, the surrogate model f assists in explaining
via some explanator E e ε where ε is the domain directly comprehensible by humans with
the help of an interpretable global predictor Cglobal = f (b, X ) that is derived from b and
the instances X using some process f (·, ·) as the surrogate function. Then, an explanation
E e ε is obtained through Cglobal , if E = ε g (Cglobal , X )’.
1.1. Scope and Objective
To interpret the black box model b, a surrogate function f (), approximates the behavior of b by mimicking it as accurately as possible (or performing even better) in terms of the
available performance measurement tools. The methodology includes feature transformation from X to X ∗ . Then, the explanation is produced through an explanator ε global which
will enable the end-user to comprehend how b is behaving upon giving inputs (features).
Henceforth, the main objective of this research is to make the black box model interpretable
through a proposed technique that is computationally cheaper than those proposed in
previous work(s), supports the automatic feature engineering task, ensures the trade-off
between interpretability and accuracy and acknowledges both the classification as well as
the regression problem domains. This led us to build a surrogate model that is capable of
mimicking and explaining the behavior of the underlying black box model.
1.2. Problem Statements
Comprehending the black box machine learning model’s behavior is difficult which
hinders the end-user’s willingness to take further decisions based on the machine’s prediction. If interpretability is achieved, then there is a trade-off between the interpretability
and accuracy of a model [25,26] which is another critical problem. According to [27,28],
the interpretability of a model decreases if we are not willing to compromise the actual
accuracy of the learning model. In other words, these two factors—interpretability and
accuracy—are inversely proportional to each other and can be mathematically described as

AM ∝

1
CM

(3)

global

In Equation (3), A denoted accuracy, M is the underlying machine learning model and
in this article, we set it as b, as discussed in detail in the previous subsection and Cglobal
is the interpretation extracted for model M. Furthermore, this problem is also visually
described in Figure 1.
The main reason for such setback was the difficulty entailed in exploring and understanding all the parameters involved in providing the higher accuracy A of complex
models. The explanation ε global of the estimated behavior of b is another cumbersome phase
where the explanation is provided or produced by function f is either comprehensible
by humans or not. On the other hand, the execution time for approximating [29–31] b
through Cglobal which is approximately equal to {( x, ŷ)e( Dtest )} is indeed another crucial
point of the machine learning model’s interpretability while dealing with a large volume of
available data. Thus, we can summarize our problem as follows: we need to produce a
surrogate function f global that can assist in building an interpretation for b through some
ε global after approximating via Cglobal and a blank equation would be:
Cglobal ≈ f (b, X ) =⇒ ε global

(4)

Finding Equation (4) is the backbone of this whole research. This equation has already
been discussed in textual format.
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Figure 1. Different models are mapped according to their accuracy and interpretability. Here, we can
say that models at the 4th quadrant are b while models at the quadrant 2nd are interpretable.

1.3. Research Contribution
•

•

•

•

We considered different datasets from different resources elaborated in Section 4 in
which insights into the datasets are provided. Moreover, these datasets belong to
both classification and regression problem domains. With the help of the surrogate
model, we were able to perform automatic feature engineering tasks. Then, b was
mimicked with the assistance of available global surrogate methods (elaborated in
Section 3.6)—also known as white box models—before providing an explanation that
is comprehensible for end-users. While mimicking the underlying b, in most cases,
our proposed methodology outperforms the b which means that we accomplished
our objective of retaining the high accuracy of the model and explaining the inner
working of b in a way that simultaneously exposes how b acts when exposed to the
specific features of the original dataset.
There are several areas in which interpretation is necessary because of the legal
requirements by target area [32]. Interpretability thus encourages the development of
the analysis of interpretable patterns from trained models by allowing one to identify
the causes behind poor predictions by machines. If b becomes comprehensible by the
end-user, it will surely engender trust in machines and help users detect biasness in
machine learning models—as we are doing herein.
In this work, we propose a technique called enhanced surrogate-assisted feature
engineering (ESAFE) for machine learning models, which is an extension of surrogateassisted feature extraction for model learning (SAFE ML) [33]. It will address all such
issues that general interpretable desiderata (explained in Section 3.1), which requires
the incorporation of Equations (1) and (2).
With the help of technique [34], the proposed methodology achieved a drastic change
in terms of computational cost whilst simultaneously respecting all the constraints
mentioned in the interpretable desiderata Section 3.1. This technique will help us
build ε global . The surrogate model f will assist us in transforming features X (m) and
thus produce Cglobal as a result. With enhanced visual interpretability accurately
imitating quality and without compromising the accuracy of the machine learning
model, we hereby provide a novel technique in the form of the Python package so that
the end-user may be satisfied with its results. This will enable the end-user to ascertain
different features of the relationships and their effects on the overall prediction of b.

The significance of such a technique is to assist the end-user in terms of ensuring the
explainability of b’s inner workings—rendering it auditable and the data scientist comfortable with skipping the time-consuming process of undertaking a feature engineering task.
Therefore, both communities would enjoy ESAFE’s multifaceted features.
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1.4. Paper Orientation
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. The working
of the proposed algorithm is presented in Section 3.6. The results and benchmarks are
discussed in detail in Section 4. The conclusion and future extensions are elaborated in
Section 5. The references are provided at the end of the paper.
2. Related Work
In this section, the aim was to critically analyze several studies related to machine
learning model interpretability and identify the gaps of previous research. Moreover, we
will compare the different techniques proposed by different authors with respect to their
distinct dimensions which are adjacently compared in tabular form (as can be seen in
Table 1).
In [35], the authors proposed a methodology called single-tree approximation (STA),
which was an extension of [36]. The research work aimed to resolve the issue arising when
machine learning models encounter a problem in the trade-off between predictive accuracy
and model interpretability. They tackled this issue by using DT for explanation ε g , and
adopting the same DT technique as a global predictor/estimator Cglobal for mimicking
purposes. They aimed to explain RF as a black box b. STA leveraged them in the construction of the final decision tree Cglobal through testing a hypothesis to understand the
best splits for Gini indexes in the RF b. Consequently, this allowed inspection under such
produced oracle settings. They further incorporated such a test in building a tree to ensure
the stability and performance of their approximation trees. Moreover, they also presented
the interpretability of their procedure on real data for the validation and response times
of their technique which was quite fast. Without compromising accuracy, they achieved
higher interpretability. Their technique, however, works well on classification problems as
it was solely made for classification domains but not for regression problems. The authors
also claimed that their approach was generalizable, which means it is capable of explaining
any b, but no proof is mentioned or simulated in their article. They briefly explained their
methodology which consisted of reflecting the main purposes of the surrogate model, as
their technique was capable of accurately mimicking the behavior of the black box model.
In [37], the approach f was based on a recommendation produced by the RF model
b for the transformation of true negative examples into positively predicted examples by
shifting their position in the feature space X. The authors of the article also highlighted a
similar problem, mentioned in the previous subsection, of frequently having to sacrifice
models’ prediction power in favor of making their interpretable. They also targeted another
interesting flaw in machine learning interpretability that is feature engineering which they
(authors) had to prioritize as the most time-consuming task. This article represented
the problem of adjusting the specific features of interest by modifying them through their
proposed technique and then altered a prediction upon mutating an instance by inputting it
back to the model after prediction. This phenomenon, however, involved human interaction
to some extent but was helpful for the end-user as it eventually increased trust in machines.
Their proposed technique basically exploits the inner working of ensemble tree-based
classifiers that provide recommendations for the transformation of true negative instances
into positively predicted examples. For the validity of their approach, they used an online
advertising application and processed the RF classifier to separate the different ads into
low- (negative) and high- (positive) quality ads (examples). Then, in the following process,
they applied their surrogate model f to the recommendation process. They only used one
problem domain and their approach was restricted to only one problem of one domain,
i.e., the advertisement application of the Yahoo Gemini4 advertisement network in the
classification domain.
Partition aware local model (PALM) is another robust surrogate f discussed in [38]
wherein the black box b is mimicked with the help of a two-part surrogate model f : the
meta-model was used for partitioning the training data Dtrain , then those partitioned data
were approximated with the assistance of a set of sub-models enabling patterns in a datum
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to be exposed by approximating patterns within each partition. The meta-model used DT
as the predictor Cglobal so that the user can determine the structure and analyze whether
rules created or generated by DT followed their intuition. PALM is a method that can
summarize and learn the overall structure of the data provided for machine learning
debugging. Sub-models in this article linked to the leaves of the tree were complex models
capable of capturing local patterns whilst remaining directly interpretable by humans.
With the final sub-model of the PALM, the proposed technique was both a black box b and
explanator ε g agnostic. The proposed technique was not only limited to the specific data
but was also data-agnostic. Furthermore, queries to PALM were 30x faster than queries
to the nearest neighbor to identify the relevant data—this trait of the proposed technique
weighed the highest in terms of its credibility. Moreover, this model was not model- and
data-specific, which is another plus point of this article. The article did not provide the
automatic featuring engineering ability at any step of model f and the whole technique
was classification specific.
Tree ensemble models such as boosted trees and RF are renowned for their higher
prediction accuracy but their interpretation is limited. Therefore, [39] addressed this issue
by proposing a post-processing technique f to enable the interpretation of a complex model
b such as via tree ensembles. Their technique used the first step as the learning process
for b which was then approximated through DT as Cglobal , before a generative model was
presented to humans for interpretation. They targeted additive tree models (ATMs) [40] as b
wherein large numbers of small regions are generated that were not directly understandable
by humans. Therefore, the goal was to reduce those number of small regions and minimize
the model error. They successfully achieved the previous requirements (problems) by
using their surrogate f which mimicked b after learning that ATMs generated the number
of regions as mentioned earlier. They used the comprehensive global predictor Cglobal
which helped them limit the number of regions to a fixed small number, e.g., ten. These
were able to achieve minimization through the expectation minimization algorithm [41].
Authors applied their techniques to the dataset [42] for the validation of their work. Their
work was model specific but data independent. Moreover, their technique can handle both
classification and regression problems.
By leveraging the domain knowledge of the data science field, the authors of [43]
were able to the identify optimal parameter settings and instance perturbations. They
introduced explain explore (EE) f , an interactive machine learning model b explanation
system. First, they extracted their local approximation with Cglobal which provided contribution scores for every feature used in original dataset that eventually yielded insights into
predictions made by b. Then, the parameters were adjusted in a way that a data scientist
could manually choose any machine learning explainer ε g (specifically the classifiers). To
visually explore different explanations, the local context (surrogate) around the instance
was represented using a HyperSlice plot from which data scientists (a target audience)
would be able to adjust parameters for a perfect explanation. Finally, a global overview
helped identify patterns indicating a problem with the model or explanation technique.
Their proposed technique was data and model independent, which means that their model
was generalizable, but their novel technique was limited to classification problem domains.
In SAFE ML, the authors elaborated their technique to interpret complex black box b
model prediction through customized surrogate model f which is capable of addressing a
feature engineering task by trimming the overwork factor. Through a simple explanator, ε g ,
they were able to explain the inner workings of b in a human-comprehensible way. They
incorporated the model’s agnostic technique—the predictor/estimator Cglobal traditional
partial dependence profile (PDP) [44]—to generate the outcome expected of the underlying
model on the selected feature(s) to further discretize those features; then, the glass box
model/explanator ε g helped them globally explain the reasoning behind the prediction
of b. Although the authors claimed the generalizability of the proposed technique, they
did not provide more concise visuals to explain the model’s complex behavior and only
used one algorithm gradient boosting regressor (GBR) [45] as a surrogate model. Further-
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more, their technique is computationally costly, considering a vector of 1000 points for
generating resolution for the PELT [46] model while calculating the mean of the surrogate
model’s response.
According to [47] complex problems are handled by non-linear methodologies. Achieving higher accuracy through such models is not the sole purpose of machine learning
technologies. There is a need for some explanation to expose the facts behind how the
model learns some particular result. The linear prediction function fails to explain the
features’ behavior on the overall prediction of the machine learning model. To tackle such a
situation, the authors proposed a technique called the measure of feature importance (MFI),
which was an extension of the positional oligomer importance matrices (POIMs) [48]. For
a generalization of POIMs, the feature importance ranking measure (FIRM) [49] assisted
in assigning each feature xi with its importance score. According to the authors of this
technique, the model’s explanation ε global was produced with a vector of features’ importance. Thus, with the help of MFI, their own proposed methodology inspired by POIMs
and FIRM that is non-linear detects features by itself and explains the impact of the feature
on predictions. This technique was not model agnostic and is limited to the classification
problem. In addition, it is a data-independent model.
Deep neural networks are highly accurate in predicting unseen data but have a lack of
transparency. Therefore, this will limit the scope of practical works. In [50], the authors
were inspired by layer-wise relevance propagation (LRP) [51] which enabled them to build
a relevancy score for each layer by backpropagating the effect of prediction on a particular
image upon the level of inputs. This LRP was considered the feature importance teller;
then, visualization was performed through saliency masks. The pixel-wise decomposition
method (PWD) was used as explanator for non-linear classifiers. LRP was used for working
on deep neural networks that are trained to classify EEG analysis data. The proposed DTD
was used for interpreting multi-layer neural networks as the black box b by considering
the network decision as relevance propagation against given elements. However, the
response time for such a technique to interpret and explain was quite fast but limited to
the classification problem. This is a model-specific as well as data-independent technique.
A system’s accurate decisions are obscured when it comes to an internal logic that
triggers the results based on prediction methodology. These systems are called black
box models which are non-linear in nature. Hence, their wide adoption among societies
might deteriorate. The authors in [52] proposed an agnostic technique called local rulebased explanations (LORE) which are faithful and interpretable. They were successful
in achieving interpretability when their proposed technique implemented the f by learning the predictor’s behavior with the help of a genetic algorithm that allows synthetic
neighborhood generation (points on grids). Then, with the help of decision tree, an explanation ε is produced. However, their proposed technique is not capable of solving
regression problems.
After extensive studies, Table 1 clearly depicts the motivation behind why this specified surrogate model has become a topic of interest instead of other available robust
global surrogate models. In Table 1, agnostic means that a different surrogate model f is
capable of interpreting any black box b and can be mimicked through any interpretable
predictor Cglobal (which will be produced from some f ). Data independent refers to the
type of data which mean any tabular data can be handled by given the techniques (i.e.,
not application-specific). Classification and regression are problem the domains and different solutions are mapped if they are designed to tackle those problems. Automatic
feature engineering denotes that while imitating the underlying b, the feature sample X is
re-sampled to extract more features from the original dataset to unveil new features X ∗ and
thus enable a linear model that will later be trained on those features, and fast execution
refers the approximation/mimicking/imitation of b to produce Cglobal through process f .
Usually, this is affected during the production of additional features for automatic feature
engineering tasks. If the model f is capable of handling feature engineering and other
processes involved in model interpretation at the same time at a normal pace, then model
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f is considered efficient and the different authors of mentioned techniques have claimed
that their techniques are efficient in that regard.
Table 1. Different models’ comparisons extracted from the literature.
Name

Ref

Agnostic

Data Ind

Classification

STA
−−
PALM
−−
EE
SAFE ML
MFI
DTD
LORE
ESAFE

[35]
[37]
[38]
[39]
[43]
[33]
[47]
[50]
[52]
[53]

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Regression

Auto Feature Eng

Fast Execution

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

In this section, issues are discussed in existing techniques regarding black box machine
learning model interpretability by referring to up-to-date papers. We were able to tackle
such issues in our proposed technique, as discussed in the forthcoming section.
3. Proposed Technique
Before moving forward, we will discuss some general desiderata for interpretable
models which will help in understanding the obstacles involved in building interpretable
machine learning models. Moreover, the foundation of a solution to the problem discussed
in the literature section is elaborated in this section. This will include all the basics and
components that are used to generate interpretable models. All possible mathematical
equations and other technicalities that will enable developers to cope with several hurdles
while implementing and creating interpretable models are mentioned in this section. Furthermore, it comprises other relevant components used to create an explanation of black
box models.
3.1. The General Desiderata
Interpretability, trust, automaticity, retaining accuracy with the least response/execution
time and fidelity are considered as focal points in the current research and these points are
briefly described in forthcoming statements.
1.

2.

3.

Interpretability: Generally, this tells the extent to which the model’s behavior and its
predictions are understandable by humans. The most crucial point to debate is how
interpretability can be measured. The complexity of the prediction model in terms
of model size is one component for determining interpretability [53]. According to
our work, this term signifies that the black box model is explainable through a simple
glass box model, hence enabling the end-user to audit and understand the factors
influencing the prediction of given data. Interpretability comes with different forms,
e.g., in the form of natural language, visualization, and mathematical equations which
enable the end-user to understand the inner workings and reasoning of the model’s
predictions.
Trust: The degree of trust depends upon the constraints of monotonicity provided by
the users which could lead to increased trust in machines [54–56]. The user cannot
blindly make decisions on a prediction that a machine has made. Nevertheless, the
accuracy is very high but interrogation is a subject matter when sensitive cases are at
stake as would be the case in the medical field [57,58]. Allowing users to know when
the model has probably failed and provided misleading results can increase trust in
machines. This factor of trust is directly deduced from interpretability.
Automaticity: This term has drawn great attention from many researchers who have
attempted to conceive more precise and accurate methodologies to achieve efficient
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4.

5.

results for a problem of interest in an automated way. In this context, by automaticity,
we mean a feature engineering task to be automated. This task is usually considered
a daunting task in data science and requires excessive effort. This even requires
strong statistical knowledge and programming skills. However, machine learning
specialists have proposed several techniques to address this issue in the shape of
automated machine learning (AutoML) which can target the various stages of the
machine learning process [59] and are especially designed to reduce tedious overwork,
e.g., feature extraction and feature transformation. Auto-sklearn, autokeras and TPOT
are popular packages available for developers to reduce the workflow [60].
Accuracy: In general, this term discusses the extent to which the model can accurately
predict unseen data. There are several techniques available to measure the accuracy
of a model such as the F1 score, receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC), area
under the curve (AUC), precision and recall depending on the nature of the problem
at hand. Basically, it is a measurement of the models’ prediction that depicts how
much our model is efficient in performing a specific task.
Fidelity: Fidelity is the ability to accurately replicate a black box predictor, which
captures the extent to which an interpretable model can accurately imitate the behavior
of a black box model. Similarly, fidelity is quantified in terms of accuracy score, F1score, etc., in terms of the black box outcome.

3.2. The Essentials
It is of the upmost importance that we are clear about the types of problems/barriers
(such as available raw data, not organized, if organized then might not be balanced, avoid
over-fitting, the inclusion of cross-validation, etc.) that we may face while implementing
any machine learning strategies. To face such barriers, there are several steps as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Data consolidation;
Data preprocessing;
Analyzing data balancing;
implementation of methodology;
Results verification.

These steps are elaborated in [61] and indeed all these steps are necessary while
performing any strategy to tackle any problem in the machine learning field. Automatic
feature engineering is also highlighted as a means of reducing the excessive work required
by the data preprocessing phase [62]. It facilitates the training of learning algorithms
with novel features in a given dataset. This usually increases the efficiency of learning
models [63]. Thus, in our work, we considered imbalanced data and embraced feature
engineering which will obviously span the feature space but be efficient for end Cglobal in
terms of having accuracy close to the accuracy of b or even better. We also contained the
computational cost for approximating b and improved the visualization ε global . Returning to
Equation (4), we can now put available algorithms as variables in that equation. For ε global ,
we will use PDPBOX; for Cglobal , we will use any interpretable model (briefly described
in Sections 1 and 2). Where b will be our target model, f will be a surrogate to assist us
in producing accurate Cglobal by using change point detection and the PDPBOX estimator
algorithm. All these packages, there inner workings and the whole technique are discussed
in detail in subsequent paragraphs.
3.3. Components
Global Surrogate Models
A global surrogate model is an interpretable model that is used to train a black box
model b to approximate its predictions. By understanding the surrogate model, we can
gain insight into the black box model. We can also conclude that it solves the machine
learning problem with more machine learning techniques.
The main purpose of surrogate models is to approximate the predictions of the underlying black box model as accurately as possible.
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As a result, our goal was to match the prediction function f of the black box model as
closely as possible to the prediction function g of the surrogate model, assuming that g is
interpretable. Any interpretable model such as decision trees [17] (DT), linear regression
(LR)/logistic regression(LOR) [18,64], etc., can be used for the function g. Suppose that we
have a linear regression model formula where β 0 , β 1 , etc. are the weighting of features xn
involved in a dataset and g( x ) is a learning model such as linear regression which be can
written as
g ( x ) = β 0 + β 1 x1 + . . . + β n x n
(5)
Training a surrogate model is a model-agnostic strategy since it does not require any
knowledge of the black box model’s inner workings; all we need is data and a prediction
function. We can still use the surrogate approach if we change the underlying machine
learning model. As a result, the concept of choosing between black box model types and a
surrogate model is always disconnected.
In order to obtain a surrogate model, the following steps are usually followed:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

First, select a dataset X which can be the same dataset that was used for training the
black box mode. We can also use the subset of that same dataset in the form of grids,
depending on the type of application;
Then, make prediction of X with the help of the black box model b;
Then, look for the desired interpretable model type, for example, the linear model,
decision tree, etc., and then train that on the same dataset X and reveal the prediction;
Now, our surrogate model is ready. We also need to measure the extent to which the
targeted surrogate model accurately replicates the predictions of b using measuring
tools such as accuracy, F1 score, mean squared error and area under the curve;
Now, interpret the surrogate model.

One thing that needs to be noted here is that we did not consider the performance of
the black box model because the surrogate does not play any role in the performance of the
black box model; our only concern is how well the surrogate model replicates the prediction
of the black box model, regardless of how poor that black box model performs on a given
dataset. Thus, if the black box model is itself bad, then obviously the interpretation of the
surrogate model becomes irrelevant, which means we do not need that black box model
for further processing.
3.4. PDPBOX
As mentioned earlier regarding surrogate function f , this component assists in building f to accommodate X and b which is responsible for holding the flexibility factor of
the proposed technique, meaning that the model must be agnostic and therefore machine
learning developers are free to implement any kind of model they want. This will leverage
the end-user to comprehend any machine learning model as well. First, we will be covering
the core concept of this methodology starting from understanding the traditional Friedman
partial dependence profile (PDP) and then compare it with advanced PDPBOX. Basically,
the purpose of PDPBOX is to capture the behavior of an underlying black box model’s
prediction for a specified feature. PDP shows the marginal effect of the selected feature on
the predicted outcome. Model agnostic techniques are used for separating the explanations
from the black box machine learning models [65] which can be achieved in a couple of
ways—one of which is with the assistance of white box models. By considering the aforementioned statement, we suppose we have dataset Dn∗m = {1 . . . N } where {1 . . . N } are
attributes. Hence, S ⊂ {1 . . . N } where S is a subset of Dn∗m . Now, considering another
assumption, we say that L is a complement of S and we have a surrogate model M which is
basically the function for estimating PDP. From the given dataset Dn∗m , we select feature xS
whose PDP must be calculated while the rest of the other features from Dn∗m are considered
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as x L —meaning that it remained unchanged during the process of the machine learning
model M. Thus, the PDP [44] for given xS will be:
f xS ( xS ) = Ex L [ M( xS , x L )] =

Z

f ( xS , x L )dP( x L )

(6)

where f is the calculated PDP for feature xS , Ex L is the expected value(s) for x L and M is
the underlying black box model. However, it is impossible to integrate all of the values for
feature(s) x L ; thus, we can estimate Equation (6) by averaging the calculated f and we can
therefore write this with Monte Carlo method as:
1
fˆxS ( xS ) =
N

N

∑ M ( xS , x L

(i )

)

(7)

i =1

(i )

In the above equation, x L are the actual feature values that we are not interested in,
N is the total number of observations in training set Xn∗m while fˆ is the total marginal
effect of feature xS . Altogether, by estimating fˆ, we can gain insight into the generation of
different values of xS by showing their varying impact on the model’s overall prediction.
One thing which needs to be clear here us that the partial dependence profile [44] is just an
equation while the partial dependence plot [66] is the visualization of that equation.
The traditional Friedman’s PDP might obfuscate this because it shows the average
curve rather than pointing out individual prediction. Meanwhile, Individual Conditional
Expectation toolBox (ICEBOX) [34] highlighted this loophole with disaggregation of average information and graphed the functional relationship, indicating the relationship
between predicted outcome and predictor for each individual instance. In other words, we
can say, for each instance, it (ICEBOX) will draw a corresponding prediction line, meaning
one line per observation. Thus, PDPBOX is inspired by the ICEBOX technique to enhance
the working of model interpretability. Furthermore, the traditional PDP used in [33] only
supported GBR [45] as a complex black box model while PDPBOX was actually meant to be
the model agnostic. Although PDPBOX is capable of handling one hot encoding feature, we
only considered the numerical feature investigation and left the categorical feature process
to be the same as in [33]. Another unique trait of this toolbox is that it is computationally
cheaper compared to traditional PDP for numerical feature processing/investigation. PDPBOX will create grid points by selecting a certain number of different values of a feature
under investigation uniformly out of all unique values. Thus, when the number of grid
points is larger than the number of unique values, then we obviously have to consider all
of the unique values as grid points to plot—but when the number of grid points is smaller
than the number of unique values of a certain feature, then it will go for percentile points
as grid points to span widely across the value range.
3.5. The Change Point Method
This is another assistant for the surrogate function to develop an interpretable model
that can perfectly mimic the behavior of b. After globally approximating the model’s
behavior in the previous subsection, our next task is feature discretization. In mathematics,
discretization is the process of transforming a continuous variable to separate/distinct or
non-continuous variables. This can be realized by converting analogue signals into digital
signals in electrical engineering terms [67]. In machine learning vocabulary, discretization
is to referred as partitioning or converting any continuous feature/attribute/variable in
a dataset into nominal features. This process is an essential part of signal processing.
Previously generated through the PDPBOX signal, this signal is to be processed in the
following phase. However, there are different techniques and applications available for
signal processing [68–71]; however, we considered the change point method technique
for our task. According to [72], the change point technique is applicable to detect abrupt
changes in any spatial data sequences. Change point analysis has evolved around detection
analysis systems for applications such as those in human activity, environmental studies
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and quality control. [73] used the assistance of change point analysis in the underlying
machine learning model’s signal or time series which was capable of detecting multiple
change points in an underlying models’ behavior. The authors of [73] presented the
ruptures Python library to perform offline and online multiple change point analysis. They
elaborated a common workflow of change point detection in layman’s terms as the gait
analysis shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Common gait analysis for capturing human motion and transferring the obtained signals
generated from motion into separate homogeneous segments.

The description of Figure 2 states that different motions—such as walking, sitting,
running and jumping actions—performed by a human are monitored and captured through a
device such as an accelerometer or gyroscope. The aim is to quantify gait characteristics [74,75].
The actions are recorded in the form of signals and then homogeneous patterns are analyzed.
After analyzing homogeneous patterns, these patterns are broken down into different
regimes for further feature extraction processing. Then, the resulting non-overlapping
segments’ succession depicts the corresponding actions performed by a human as an object
under test. Such an analysis therefore requires a prerequisite for signal processing such as
the change point detection method. This method is categorized into two main branches:
offline methods, which detects changes when all the data (samples) are received; and the
online method, which aims to detect changes whenever they occur in real time. For our
purposes, we considered the offline method.
Common notations are necessary to understand change point methodologies. For instance, we considered the fact that we have a non-stationary random process h = { h1 . . . h T }
(in our case, these are generated from the PDPBOX estimator) with T samples—where
h is piece-wise stationary signals. Abrupt change(s) in h occurred at instants t1∗ ,t2∗ , . . . t∗K .
Change point detection will assist us in finding the change(s) which occurred in t∗K . Moreover, the number of changes K ∗ that ’may or may not be known’ also need to be calculated,
in function of the context we are dealing with. Change point detection is formally cast
as model [73] (bottom–up segmentation, window-based methods, binary segmentation,
etc.) selection seeking the best segmentation T in a given signal h through quantitative
criterion [73]:
V = (T, h)
(8)
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Equation (8) has to be minimized [76]. Thus, the criterion function V = (T) for a
particular segment can be denoted as
K

∑ c ( h t k . . . h t k +1 )

V = (T, h) :=

(9)

K =0

where c(.) is a cost function to measure the goodness-of-fit of a sub-signal htk . . . htk+1 . Here,
t

we can write htk . . . htk+1 = {htkk++11 } to a specific model because a given sub-signal can be

written as h = {ht }tT=1 and the complete signal is h = h0...T for a specific model. Therefore,
we can write the whole Equation (9) as
t

V = (T, h) := c({ht }t11 ) + c({ht }tt2 +1 )+
1

t

t

c({ht }t32 +1 ) . . . + c({ ht }ti +1 )

(10)

i

Moreover, the best segmentation T̂ is the minimizer V = (T) depending on the context,
i.e., whether the number of change points K ∗ is known. In our research work, the number
of change points is unknown. Hence, the formula we will be following [73] is:
minT V (T) + pen(T)

(11)

In the above Equation (11), pen(T) is the regularizer of partition T for ultimately
creating stationary signals from non-stationary signals. The topology for change point
detection works is mentioned in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Schematic view of a change point detection system. It is available in the form of a Python
package along with detailed documentation. The link of the code along with the documentation for
the ruptures library is https://github.com/deepcharles/ruptures (accessed on 14 August 2021).

3.5.1. Cost Function
The cost function c(.) is the measure of homogeneity in a signal under investigation
which depends on the choice of changes that must be detected. If c(.) is low, then the
t
sub-signal h = {htkk++11 } is homogeneous.
3.5.2. Search Method
There are several methods and algorithms available to solve the problem of the
resolution procedure for the optimization of minT V (T) + pen(T)). These were chosen by
developers based on a trade-off between accuracy and complexity. Nonetheless, numerous
algorithms are available, e.g., dynamic programming, binary segmentation, and bottom-up
segmentation, but for our research work, we will be focused on exact segmentation: the
pruned exact linear time (PELT) [46] model. The reason behind using this problem solution
is that it has the lowest computational cost and it is linear in nature, hence achieving
the objective function which is minimizing the penalized sum of costs. Formally linear
penalties [46] can be defined as
pen(T) = ρ|T|
(12)
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where ρ is the smoothing parameter. In our case, we will be dealing with linear penalties.
Therefore, the pruning rule will work with the following concept in order to accelerate the
process:


minV (T, h0...t ) + ρ|T| + c(ht...b ) ≥
if
(13)
minV (T, h0...b ) + ρ|T|
If Equation (13) is satisfied, then t is not the last change point in the T set where t and
b can be considered as two indexes (t < b < T ). A detailed algorithm is described in [77].
3.5.3. Constraint
By constraint is meant the constraint on the number of change points in an unknown
problem Equation (11). It is necessary to add the complexity penalty pen(.) in Equation (11)
in order to balance out the goodness-of-fit for Equation (8). Note that the complexity
penalty selection is dependent on the amplitude of changes. Thus, if penalization is too
small, then many change points will be detected; conversely, much larger penalization
will detect only significant ones. Hence, in our case, these change points will assist us in
generating new features from the feature of the original dataset under investigation.
Note that, for this research work, we used a linear penalty for Equation (11) (also
known as l0 ) as referred to in [46]. More detail about this can be found under [73]. According to [46], the linear penalty l0 is the most popular choice among developers because it
generalizes the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and the Akaike information criterion
(AIC) (a stopping criterion splitting sub-signals in an iterative manner) [78,79].
3.6. Enhanced Surrogate-Assisted Feature Engineering
In this sub-section, we map all the components that we discussed earlier in order to
build ESAFE. ESAFE is a model agnostic which means it has the ability to accommodate
any kind of black box as well as white box machine learning models, which means that the
b and produced interpretable Cglobal (the end model for interpreting b) will be of any kind.
We employed a surrogate model for feature engineering and to mimic the behavior of b.
Before feature engineering, the partial dependence estimator facility provided by PDPBOX
(discussed in Section 3.4) will produce grid points. In feature engineering, the feature space
further expands from X to X ∗ after being processed on recently generated grid points.
This feature space X ∗ is generated right after processing with the help of the change point
detection technique which is discussed in detail in Section 3.5 of this section. Then, these
newly generated features X ∗ are transformed and exposed to any kind of white box model
for training which will eventually produce Cglobal . Then, the produced Cglobal measurement
is analyzed with some performance metrics. If the performance of Cglobal is approximately
equal to or better than b, then we can say that our technique model is interpretable. Then,
through Cglobal , we will produce the explanation ε global with the PDPBOX graph. The
surrogate model f is responsible to fit our data as best as possible. The accuracy of the
black box model is directly proportional to the level of presentation of data. Therefore,
we must be certain about the data we are feeding to achieve the maximum throughput
of model that will be trained later on the glass box model to achieve best results. Now,
referring to Equation (4), the surrogate function f contains the PDPBOX and change point
detection technique which will accommodate b and input X. The PDPBOX will generate
grid points and then, through those grid points, a new feature is generated with the help of
change point detection. Note that we will be using continuous features for processing. The
processing of categorical features is the same as that used in paper [44].
Figure 4 illustrates the inner working of the proposed solution used for continuous
feature processing. The main components involved in processing continuous features are
expressed in Figure 4.
In Figure 4, the input Dataset [80] is trained on a non-linear model (RF, GBR, etc.). The
PDPBOX estimator will allow us to generate the behavior (by generating grid points in the
form of signals) of the non-linear model’s prediction for each value of each feature xi ; then,
through that, the change point detection component will assist us in detecting significant
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changes in the recently generated behavior which become signal(s) through the percentile
points technique. This will separate the detected change points (based on homogeneous
segments) in the form of newly generated features x ∗ . Then, x ∗ are allowed to train on the
new white box (an interpretable) model. After measuring the accuracy of the white box
model, we can conclude the primary interest which ensures that the prediction accuracy
of b and the white box (Cglobal ) models are as close as possible—if this is satisfied, then
our goal is achieved. Note that the process from the PDPBOX estimator generation to the
generation of newly generated features x ∗ indicates automatic feature engineering and
the process from accepting all predictions of black box b to the training of white box is
contained in surrogate function f .

Figure 4. ESAFE in action: Dataset is trained on a black box model; then, each feature is selected for
further processing so that the PDPBOX estimator may reveal the factors that are affecting the overall
prediction of the black box model. Those features are then fed to the change point detection system
which will further discretize those features and prepare them for training on the white box model to
reveal other hidden patterns.

The proposed algorithm works in following fashion:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PDPBOX estimator approximates b’s behavior for selected feature(s) in the form of
signals;
Then, the approximated signal is further processed for detecting multiple offline
change points that are likely to appear in a generated signal;
Detected change points are then fitted with algorithms e.g., binary segmentation and
exact segmentation for the creation of new regimes (features);
It is then transformed into a new dataset for a selected feature;
These transformed data are then trained on the white box model to achieve results
close to black box model’s predictions.

3.7. Handling Algorithm’s Smoothing Parameter
As discussed with regard to the linear penalty in Section 3.5, we refer to Equation (11)
pen(T) which will define the number of possible segmentations in a non-stationary signal.
If we excessively increase its value, then the window size for capturing significant changes
in a given signal (produced by the PDPBOX estimator) will be lost. If we excessively
decrease the value, then even minute changes in signals are detected which will eventually
increase the complexity. This scenario will lead to the trade-off between goodness-of-fit and
complexity. We denoted this parameter in upcoming section with λ. Thus, we manipulated
the smoothing parameter λ with a predefined loop by setting some boundaries using the
arithmetic progression formula:
tn − a
=d
(14)
( n − 1)
In Equation (14), n is the total number of iterations, a is the starting point of iterations,
where tn will be the last term and d will be the calculated steps, or it is the value given to the
λ. When the iteration process is executed, then different values of λ will be generated and
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each of them will be fed to a training session so that the corresponding results generated
after training and testing are recorded. Among the multiple values of λ corresponding to
estimated results, the most accurate one is selected and base-lined.
3.8. Basic Workflow
Figure 5 illustrates the basic workflow of the proposed algorithm. The goal is to divide
features in a dataset into new features which are categories and then transform those new
feature values into subset they belonged to. In the form of a loop, the proposed technique
will process each feature present in the original dataset. For each feature’s processing, this
framework will check the nature of the feature, i.e., whether it is categorical or continuous.
If the feature is continuous, then it will be passed to the PDPBOX estimator that will
generate some behavioral pattern against the selected feature. The change point method
will then detect abrupt changes in the generated behavior. Then, that feature xi is marked
as processed. If the feature is categorical, then it will perform hierarchical clustering in
order to group similar features into separate tree-like structures. Then, through the kneed
locator algorithm [81], which approximates knee (elbows) points that are good enough
to detect the maximum curvature, the tree height will be reduced whilst preserving the
overall behavior of the prior surrogate model. Then, based on the biggest similarity in
the response between categories, they are merged together to form new categories. New
categories are generated and then trained on a white box model.

Figure 5. Algorithm flow diagram.
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A detailed pseudo code of the algorithm is given in Appendix A and the computational
complexity of the algorithm is discussed at Appendix B of this article.
4. Results and Benchmark
As far as the simulation is concerned, we tested our proposed extension on a machine
with the following specifications: Intel Core i5-8250U@1.80 GHz processor; 12.0 GB of
installed memory (RAM) with Microsoft Windows 10 Home operating system. We selected
several datasets which are described in detail in subsequent subsections in order to deliver the validity of the proposed solution. For a lucid account, these datasets belong to
classification and as well as regression problems. The package PDPBOX which assisted
the ESAFE building comprehension for the black box model and estimated the model
before change point detection during the processing of continues variable can be found at
link https://github.com/SauceCat/PDPbox (accessed on 29 August 2021). The code that
performs ESAFE with scikit-learn models [82] can be requested from any author of this
work via respective emails. The SAFE ML code along with relevant examples is available
at link https://github.com/ModelOriented/SAFE (accessed on 29 August 2021).
4.1. Regression—Boston Housing Dataset
We performed our technique on the Boston housing dataset [83]. This dataset was
gathered by the United States Census Bureau on housing in the Boston, Massachusetts area.
According to the authors, the sole purpose behind constructing such a dataset was to provide
support to methodologies to measure the willingness of an individual to pay for clean air
with the help of a housing price model, i.e., determining how much is more individuals
are willing pay for a unit located in an excellent air quality location rather than another
equivalent apartment located in a low air quality area to eventually allow quantitative
estimations. This dataset comprises 14 columns wherein there are 13 independent variables
and 1 dependent variable called the median value of owner-occupied homes as medv. The
feature used in this dataset are described as follows: CRIM—per capita crime rate by town;
ZN—proportion of residential land zoned for lots over 25,000 sq.ft; INDUS—proportion
of non-retail business acres per town; CHAS—Charles River dummy variable (1 if tract
bounds river, 0 otherwise; NOX—nitric oxides concentration (parts per 10 million); RM—
average number of rooms per dwelling; AGE—proportion of owner-occupied units built
prior to 1940; DIS—weighted distances to five Boston employment centers; RAD—index
of accessibility to radial highways; TAX—full-value property-tax rate per USD 10,000;
PTRATIO—pupil–teacher ratio by town; B—1000( Bk − 0.63)2 where Bk is the proportion
of African Americans by town; and LSTAT—% lower status of the population. After
successful implementation with the help of the best value for regularizer penalty λ, we
were able to achieve fine results that were higher in performance, computationally cheaper,
and at the same time, transparent. A clear picture of the results is mentioned in Table 2.
Table 2. Benchmark of the different models for the Boston housing dataset.
Models

(MSE)

Process Time (s)

Linear Regression
Gradient Boosting Regressor
SAFE ML
ESAFE

24.72
19.58
18.72
19.57

0.010
0.511
666.3
137.4

Different machine learning models are compared in Table 2 with respect to the processing time and mean squared error (MSE). The lower the MSE of the model, the more
accurate it will be. Moreover, we can see that the proposed extension’s MSE is close to
the MSE of the surrogate model GBR (fidelity achieved). This was just a glimpse of the
proposed solution. In forthcoming subsections, the sole purpose of the model and its
capabilities are discussed in detail.
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4.2. Regression—Warsaw Apartments Dataset
4.2.1. Data Information
This dataset is actually a subset of the dataset ‘Apartments’ [84] available at website
https://www.oferty.net (accessed on 13 March 2021). which was introduced for predicting
the individual price of houses located in Warsaw, Poland, on the basis of different factors
that are the dataset’s independent variables. Those factors are ‘surface’, showing the area of
the apartment in square meters; ‘district’, showing a factor corresponding to the district of
Warsaw with the levels Mokotow, Srodmiescie, Wola and Zoliborz; ‘n.rooms’, representing
the number of rooms per apartment; ‘floor’, showing the floor on which the apartment is
located; ‘construction.date’, depicting the year that the apartment was constructed; and
‘areaPerMzloty’, showing the area in square meters per million zloty. This subset consists
of six columns, as described earlier, including a target variable “price” and 1000 instances.
ESAFE, in addition to other algorithms as competitors of ESAFE, are mentioned in Table 3
with respect to their respective performances.
4.2.2. Approximation and Manipulation
We began with the demonstration for approximating the black box b that is GBR. We
tuned some different parameters of different algorithms mentioned in Table 3. For GBR,
we set the number of estimators to 100 and the learning rate was set to 0.4 with a max
depth = 4. Then, using Equation (14), we made an iteration where the processing of the
best λ value was selected which was 4.17. Then, the transformed features X ∗ produced
from the ruptures package (a part of the surrogate function f ) were then trained on the
interpretable model Cglobal ; in this case, we used linear regression (LR) as the interpretable
model. Thus, in this particular example, for approximating how efficient our f is in
imitating or performing better than b (fidelity), we again considered MSE. The R2 Score
(performance measurement parameter) was also incorporated to ensure that the calculated
MSE for each algorithm was not misleading. Thus, quantifying them through different
dimensions is necessary. Such a deep analysis can also be applied to a previous problem
domain (Boston housing) as well. The R2 Score is basically the proportion of variance in
the dependent variable that is predictable from the independent variable(s). Thus, in other
words, it can be defined as (total variance explained by model)/total variance. If the output
of the R2 Score is 1 or 100%, then this means that there was no variance at all in underlying
model during testing.
Table 3 depicts that what we desired was achieved. ESAFE performed better than
GBR and LR but SAFE ML’s performance was little bit better than ESAFE. The reason for
this is that we computed PDPBOX during the feature (numerical) transformation with the
percentile method instead of considering every axis point generated from traditional PDP.
Table 3. Benchmark of the different models for the Warsaw apartments dataset.
Models

(MSE)

R2 Score

Process Time (s)

Linear Regression
Gradient Boosting
Regressor
SAFE ML
ESAFE

75,683

0.90

0.0069

13,146

0.98

0.2293

1235.5
1335.1

0.99
0.99

913.34
60.034

4.2.3. Explanation
For the explanation ε global of previous measurements and calculations, we start from
the target distribution which is how our target variable—the price per square meter m2 ·
divided by the price of each apartment on different independent variables, e.g., surface and
construction year—affect the overall prediction. Figure 6, a target plot, shows the target
distribution for the independent numerical variable surface.
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Figure 7 shows the distribution of data based on prediction that the underlying black
box model b has made against a selected numeric feature surface. Similarly to Figure 6,
Figure 7 also illustrates the same behavior but with a different angle in the form of curves.
The y axis with the label (count) in Figure 6 represents the total number of houses for each
surface area in square meters, categorized in different chunks as labeled in the x axis. The
x axis, denoted as ’surface’ in the display column, defines the specified percentile range
that is 10 in our case.The label average m2 · price shows the average price against each
unique grid and the negative signs with each unique value indicates the negative effects
of each average value. Thus, the overall behavior constitutes the negative relation among
the distributed values of the variables surface and m2 ·price. Small blue boxes that are
connected through blue lines to other blue boxes are the average values of price in each
percentile bucket.

Figure 6. Target distribution for an independent numerical variable surface which shows the overall
behavior of price for an average surface.

Figure 7. Global explanation of the feature surface for GBR .
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The plot in Figure 7 shows the global (marginal) and local (each individual instance
of) behavioral effect of the black box. In this explanation ε, we can see that each unique
point is averaged with the help of the percentile = 10 (details are provided in [34]) which
helps create points on the grid. The y axis label represents the prediction effects. From
surface = 20 onward, the model begins to predict proceeding values with a negative relation.
The blackish-yellow line represents the marginal effect of the prediction that GBR has made
while the multiple thin blue lines show the effect of each instance on the target variable
m2 · price.
Thus, Figures 6 and 7 seems incorrect, because both show behaviors that differ from
that in a real-life world scenario. Common intellect does not accept the fact that the surface
area of an apartment with a smaller value has a higher price. Therefore, some other
variables are also required to investigate the matter. This will lead the user to explore
hidden facts in a given dataset. Figure 8 unveils a hidden fact behind such a behavior
against its distribution pattern.
We then generated another explanation ε which is represented in Figure 8, where the
y axis with a label count represents the number of houses for each district. The x axis with
the label district shows the districts of apartments dataset. The y axis on the right side
labeled with the average m2 · price shows the average price of houses in each percentile
bucket. The Srodmiescie district with a total of 100 houses shows the highest average price
which is PLN 5182.750. On the other hand, the Wola district shows the lowest average
price, i.e., PLN 2968.358.

Figure 8. Target distribution for an independent numerical variable district which shows the overall
behavior of price for an average number of houses in different districts.

The distribution of data for the feature district depicts that the factor of the price of
each apartment is also dependent on the district in which apartment is located in Warsaw,
Poland. Similarly to the target distribution plot in Figure 8, Figure 9 also represents the
same behavior with marginal as well as conditional effects of the district. The prediction
distribution curves in Figure 9 for the variable district account for the fact that, on average,
Srodmiescie has the highest price rates regardless of other variables.
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Figure 9. Explanation of the feature district for GBR.

As ICE curves, the blue lines in Figure 9 show the instance level explanation and the
highlighted one represents the marginal distribution that explains the overall average effect
of the feature district on the prices of apartments.
Interpretation, hence, prevents the generation of misleading information by exposing
unprecedented factors and guides the user regarding how data are distributed through the
original dataset and how a particular feature or features affect the prediction of the black
box model b. If any changes are required in b, then through Cglobal , one can make changes
because Cglobal is now our underlying model that captures all the behavior of b according
to Equation (4)which was satisfied in the Approximation and Manipulation Section 4.2.2.
With higher accuracy, the model is able to explain the behavior of the underlying b. This
way, the purpose of trust is achieved.
4.3. Classification—Blood Transfusion Dataset
4.3.1. Data Information
This dataset [85] was actually taken from the Blood Transfusion Service Centre in
Hnsin Hsin-Chu City, Taiwan and represents a classification problem. The motivation
behind the existence of such a dataset was to demonstrate an RFMTC marketing model
allowing researchers to discover the knowledge of selecting targets from a database. The
authors randomly selected 748 donors from the donor database. From those 748 donors’
data, each one included R (recency—months since last donation); F (frequency—total
number of donations); M (monetary—total blood donated in c.c.); T (time—months since
first donation); and a binary variable representing whether the subject donated blood in
March 2007 in the form of 0 and 1 (1 indicating Yes and 0 meaning No). There are 5 columns
and 748 rows in this -+dataset.
4.3.2. Approximation and Manipulation
As previously mentioned in Section 1, in order to validate the statement =that surrogate models mimic ( f idelity measure) the actual b as closely as possible under the constraint
that ε global is interpretable, we can compare performance metrics such as receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) and AUC to satisfy Equation (4). Thus, continuing with previous
statements, we trained different models on the given dataset to then measure the capacities
of each model with respect to accuracy (ACC) and precision–recall (PR). ACC gives the
number of correct predictions made by the model. While PR can be separately defined as
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the ratio of true positive instances that are actually positive, recall is the ratio of positive
instances in which our model predicted correctly [86].
There is a separate debate about choosing specific performance metrics for classification problems [87]. Generally, PR is used in cases where the provided dataset is highly
skewed (meaning a great difference between the distributed binary classes in the target
variable) [88]. In this dataset (blood transfusion data), a binary classification problem is
that of the imbalanced dataset. The target variable whether the subject donated blood in
March 2007 in the form of 0 and 1, distributed as 1:178 and 0:570. Thus, we will use PR
and ACC for performance measurement. Then, we will generate the area under the curve
(AUC) which will summarize the totality of the area under the PR curve.
The PR curve for the gradient boosting classifier (GBC) algorithm was constructed
by setting some optimal threshold such as the number of estimator, which were set to 500,
and the learning rate was fixed to 0.11. However, the ACC for the same GBC algorithm
was higher—75.40%—but the estimated AUC was lower. The reason for this is that ACC
was evaluated on a majority class with a higher population of true negatives in the given
dataset. Meanwhile, the PR curve provides an entirely different interpretation of the result
because it does not consider the true negative values (a population of people who did not
donate blood in March 2007)—hence having no impact on true negatives. Figure 10 shows
and compared different algorithms. The optimal parameter was picked from multiple
iterations using the formula mentioned in Equation (14) with a = 0.1, n = 25 and tn = 2,
and then the optimal penalty selected from the iteration was λ = 1.02. Both the SAFE ML’s
and GBC’s curves overlapped when the curves crossed the Recall value of 0.6 and from
this point, SAFE ML started mimicking the GBC as b. On the other hand, ESAFE, which
outperforms the SAFE ML when a = 0.1, n = 25 and tn = 2, was defined from which λ = 1.3
was selected as the optimal parameter for producing the maximum AUC for this dataset.
Figure 10 represents the one picture depicting all the involved algorithms performing the
data transformation and making a prediction at the same time.

Figure 10. AUC-PR curve for GBR, SAFE ML and ESAFE.

Table 4 summarizes the overall performances of different algorithms, wherein the
proposed technique ESAFE outperforms the other algorithms. Thus, Figure 10 represents
the whole inner workings while calculating the AUC-PR for each algorithm. In this sense,
ESAFE covered the most area under the PR curve. The main reason for it having the
lowest AUC is that these models predicted probabilities with uncertainty regarding some
cases. These are exposed through the different thresholds evaluated in the construction of
the curve, flipping some class 0 to class 1, offering slightly better precision but with very
low recall. One important element which needs to be noted here is that the process time
includes the iteration for finding the optimal penalty λ along with all the transformation of
the feature space X while imitating b.
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Table 4. Benchmark of different models for the blood transfusion dataset.
Models

ACC (%)

AUC-PR

Process Time (s)

Logistic Regression
Gradient Boosting Classifier
SAFE ML
ESAFE

74.86
75.40
75.93
75.40

0.431
0.435
0.373
0.460

0.028
0.339
240.0
18.00

For the explanation ε global part for Cglobal prediction, we sought to select the most
important feature affecting our prediction; here, we chose the RF algorithm in order to
identify the most important feature [89]. Among the four features with respect to the
relevancy towards the target variable—which is whether the subject donated blood in
March 2007—the feature time (months) was more important than any other feature in the
dataset with 0.42 importance.
4.3.3. Explanation
We attempted to interpret the most important feature that the RF algorithm selected
for us, which was time (months), as illustrated in Figure 11. In contrast to Figure 11, we
also trained the same dataset on another b.

Figure 11. Explanation of the feature time (months) for the gradient boosting classifier.

The middle line highlighted in Figure 11 shows a marginal effect of the feature
time (months) on the prediction of whether the subject donated blood in March 2007.
Negative values in the y-axis mean that the Yes/1 class has a negative relationship with
the independent variable x axis. Similarly, positive values mean that the Yes/1 class has
a positive relationship with the independent variable. Clearly, zero implies no average
impact on the class probability according to the model. On the other hand, multiple thin
blue lines represent the conditional effect of prediction on each instance.
Therefore, Figure 11 ensure that none of the information that b estimated is lost. As
discussed in Section 1, this package will reflect the true meaning of being model agnostic,
shown in the testimony describing how this dataset was also trained on the random
forest classifier (RFC); this is explained through the PDPBOX explainer of how probability
distributions are arranged throughout the dataset.
As we can see in Figure 12, a slightly changed behavior from Figure 11 occurred after
the percentile (33.33, 44.44) curve began to change its direction towards percentile 88.89.
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The reason behind such a slight change in the curve was that the number of estimators
in the RFC algorithm was different; moreover, the calculation of the algorithm was also
different in nature.
The overall behaviors in both Figures 11 and 12 are almost the same. We can conclude
from the given problem discussed in detail that we satisfied Equation (4) by producing
Cglobal and the explanation ε against a different bs.

Figure 12. Explanation of the feature time (months) for the random forest classifier.

4.4. Classification—Student Performance Dataset
4.4.1. Data Information
This dataset was obtained from [90]. This dataset contains datasets from educational
institution in both Iran and Portugal, but we selected the dataset for educational institutions
in Portugal in which all the information is related to students’ achievement in secondary
education at two Portuguese schools. This dataset contains 31 variables including the
target variable G3 which is the final grade of the student in numeric form ranging from
0 to 20; there are a total 649 instances in this dataset; it can also be manipulated both as
regression and as well as classification and it has no missing values so we do not need to
worry about the imputation task in this dataset. In this article, we will regard this dataset
as a classification problem (discussed in subsequent phases). It has a set of factors (independent variables) that affect the students’ overall performance. We designed a subset of this
original dataset DO as was performed in [61]. This subset DS ⊂ DO contains 19 attributes,
namely HealthStatus; TravelTimetoSchool; FamilyQualityLife; GoingOutWithFriends; Absence; sizeOfFamily; Mothers Job; Fathers Job; ExtraEducationalSupport; InternetAccess;
romanticRelationship; Mother’sEducation; Father’sEducation; Parent’sStatus; theGoalPursuingEducation; FreeTimeAfterSchool; G1; G2; and G3.
4.4.2. Approximation and Manipulation
The target variable G3 was converted into binary distribution so that if G3 ≥ 10,
then the student’s result will be marked as Passed (1)—or else marked as Failed (0). In
a previous subsection of this article, evaluation was performed without balancing data
which is another challenging task for developers. This dataset has an imbalanced target
variable with distribution {1: 452, 0: 197}, which thus affects the accuracy metrics in such
case. However, there are other performance metrics available but if the dataset is balanced,
we can use the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves instead of PR curves for
measuring the performance of algorithms. AUC, which is essentially the whole area under
the ROC curve which is the relationship between the true positive rate and the false positive
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rate, represents a great tool for predicting the performance of a binary classifier. There
are multiple performance metrics available for us such as F measure and ROC [91,92].
Generally, ROC is used when the given dataset is balanced. It is important to note that most
of machine learning models work accurately when the given dataset is balanced by default;
however, when it comes to skewed datasets, the results are entirely unpredictable [93].
For this dataset, we used an oversampling approach as if the given dataset is small, then
an oversampling approach is the best feasible method—otherwise, for data that contain
millions of tuples, then under-sampling is the best choice. To handle the given problem, we
used the synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) [94]. Basically, this method
is a technique that usually increases the number of minority class samples in a given
dataset by generating new instances and these new instances are not copies of existing
minority samples.
According to [86], using an ROC curve with an imbalanced dataset might be deceptive
(providing an optimistic picture) and lead to incorrect interpretations of the model’s
accuracy. The main reason for this optimistic picture of ROC is because of the use of true
negatives in the false positive rate of the ROC curve and the careful avoidance of this rate
in the PR curve. A whole summary of the comparison between different algorithms is
given in Table 5.
Table 5. Benchmark for the student performance dataset.
Models

ACC (%)

AUC-ROC

Process Time (s)

Logistic Regression
Gradient Boosting Classifier
SAFE ML
ESAFE

92.03
93.80
93.36
93.36

0.978
0.974
0.974
0.978

0.056
0.126
1811
391.2

Table 5 represents the case of this dataset in which, after balancing, all models are
working perfectly with higher probabilities of guessing right answers. There are minute
differences between each model’s performance on the data we provided. The AUC-ROC in
case of LOR performs better than for GBC and SAFE ML. The reason for this is that the
provided dataset has fewer instances with a large number of attributes so a monotonic
(linear model) algorithm performed better in this regard [95]. Moreover, if we see that
the process of the SAFE ML’s execution time includes the iteration time for finding the
optimal parameter λ and transforming the feature space X into X ∗ whilst simultaneously
imitating GBC as b, this will produce Cglobal for further proceedings (ready for explanation
through ε global ).
The blue lines in Figure 13 represent no skill, which is basically a reference to all
models with some skills, representing at which point the model’s skill has the largest
distance from this no skill line (blue dotted lines). The ROC function in Python will access
both true outcomes that are positive and will predict the probability for positive classes
from the test set. The ROC will then return false positive rates for each threshold and a
true positive threshold. The GBC’s result is shown in Figure 13 in which the AUC-ROC
is measured with 0.975 as the highest prediction probability for true positive rates which
depicts the higher performance of the model’s skill. This result was achieved by tuning
parameters in the following fashion (number of estimators = 500 and learning rate = 0.15).
In Figure 13, the models SAFE ML and GBC performed excellently and SAFE ML almost
accurately mimicked GBC, whilst we set the main smoothing parameters with the help of
same arithmetic progression iteration with the following boundaries a = 0.01, n = 20 and
tn = 2. Here, the optimal parameter λ = 0.9 was selected. Then, ESAFE was introduced
and compared with SAFE ML and GBC. All algorithms performed well with almost the
same results but if we take a look at Table 5, ESAFE was far more efficient in estimating
Cglobal . It took almost half an hour for SAFE ML to perform the same task. The optimal
penalty λ = 0.011—this will set the window size for estimating minute changes t∗K in signal
h from that same arithmetic progression formula using boundaries which are the same
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as those chosen for SAFE ML in this example. Then, in Figure 13, accumulative results
are presented, from which anyone can interpret the performance of different models but
ESAFE performs slightly better than SAFE ML.

Figure 13. AUC-ROC curve for GBR, SAFE ML and ESAFE.

Henceforth, this way we are able to produce Cglobal at the end where we imitated
b through an interpretable model Cglobal using the process function f which helped in
transforming and generating new features against each feature of the original dataset.
Then, these new features were trained on LOR, also known as white box, which in our case
is Cglobal . Figure 13 and Table 5 provide evidence that we produced the results through
approximating Cglobal .
4.4.3. Explanation
For the explanation part ε global of this example, we again employed the available
feature importance technique [44] to detect which feature in the given dataset had the most
important effect on the overall prediction of model b. Feature G2 was the most important
with a 0.87 importance rate. Thus, the PDPBox package again provides a lucid explanation
of the average behavior produced from Cglobal as well as the instance-level behavior of
model b under consideration for the selected feature. Figure 14 shows a clear explanation
of the model’s behavior against the feature G2.
According to Figure 14, we can note that the target variable response abruptly changes
after the percentile (22.22 to 44.44); and the average curve begins to change its direction
but shows constant behavior after the percentile bucket (55.56). The overall picture can be
interpreting as the number of passed students is higher. There is no negative relationship
in the given feature as it starts from 0 which means there is no average impact on class
probability. Hence, Equation (4) is once again satisfied by producing explanation ε and
constructing Cglobal .
Similarly, for further interrogation, we may choose other features of the dataset to
more precisely mimic the model’s behavior. Until now, we covered three main problem
domains related to both classification and regression which were the Boston housing,
Warsaw apartments and blood transfusion datasets. We can also treat other problems
with our proposed solution such as yacht hydrodynamics from the UCI Machine Learning
Repository [96] or real estate [97] which belong to the regression category; as well as Titanic
from Kaggle [98], Pima Indian diabetes and risk factors for cervical cancer [80] which
correspond to the classification domain.
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Figure 14. Explanation of the feature G2 for the gradient boosting classifier.

5. Conclusions and Future Extension
In this research paper, we presented ESAFE (an extension of SAFE ML) and used a
surrogate model that was capable of mimicking any black box model with a simple white
box model. Evidence of ESAFE’s capabilities was provided in the form of benchmarking in
Section 4 by considering different domains from different sources. As discussed regarding
focal points in the introductory part, through the proposed technique, we gained higher
fidelity, as measured in performance metrics, higher accuracy, and achieved comprehensibility after producing explanation. By virtue of ESAFE, one can rely on a machine without
any doubt. ESAFE hereby provides a vital function for developers by easing the task of
feature engineering during black box model approximation (imitation). Moreover, since it
model agnostic, developers can employ any type of white box model. For the black box
model, ESAFE sustains its quality of being model independent; thus, it accommodates any
black box model as well. In addition to its multifaceted solutions, accuracy is maintained
with cheaper computational power for making estimations (accuracy close to the accuracy
of black box model). From an explanation point of view, we employed the same PDPBOX
which will generate a graphical explanation for the end-user, meaning that with the same
Algorithm, we can estimate and explain black box models. After receiving the explanation,
an individual can comprehend which specific feature affects the overall black box model
in which way/direction, which eventually allows the user to explore more features and
their effects on predictions as elaborated in Section 4.2.3. This means that one can gain
insights into other hidden patterns present in a given dataset. Thus, when a noisy datum
is fed and a model behaves accordingly, the explanation would eventually expose the
culprits responsible. From a subjective point of view, such a technique is not capable of
acknowledging multiple classification problems. However, the technique is capable of
producing Cglobal at a global level, so there is a need to have interpretation at an instance
level; thus, we considered it as a future extension to make it interpretable at the local level
as well. Therefore, in the future, we are expecting to add further functionalities as has
been done for LIME [24]. This way, our technique will be interpretable at the global and
local levels.
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Appendix A. Algorithm for Proposed Extension ESAFE
Algorithm A1 Feature Engineering.
for i = 1 to n do
if xi is Continuous then
Parameters initialization for penalty (P), cost function (l2) and regularization (˘)
Calculating PDPBOX
if Model (M) is fitted then
create array of input percentiles range æ
æ must be (tuple And !( 0 > and < 100))
calculate array of grid points(fi)
if fi is type of æ then
assign grid_df = dataframe of dataset
for each i in grid_df do
i = percentile_grids
group them by values of grids
end for
end if
end if
for j in feature grids do
contact grid result saved in percentile information
end for
Fit the information previously fetched to rupture PELT search method
Predict possible change points from fitted PELT method with l2 model
Save the new discretized information to xi∗
end if
if xi is Categorical then
Calculate model response for each observation with imputed each possible value
of xi
Merge similar responses with the help of hierarchical clustering with clusters ˘
and form tree
Use Kneed_Locator algorithm to cut down the height of trees and assign these
newly created points on the basis of knees detected to transformation ti ( x ) that has
converted xi to xi∗
Save the transformation with xi∗ as new dataset Kn∗m
end if
end for
Input: K̂n∗m estimated from surrogate model M to new simple model M̂
Fit M̂
Predict the accuracy for M̂
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Appendix B. Algorithm Complexity
For the discussion of the complexity measurement, we considered the time complexity
of the proposed technique in a big (O) notation. The proposed algorithm has two scenarios
upon which its time complexity varies. If the given dataset has both continuous and
categorical variables, then the time complexity will be O(n3 ) because an additional iteration
will be required to deal with the categorical features in order to successfully convert them
into continuous variables. If the dataset only contains continuous variables, then the time
complexity will be O(n2 ).
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